TIME TO REFLECT

Has the research changed regarding the importance of jury size?
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Half a century ago, the U.S. Supreme Court changed a fundamental structural component of jury trials: the number of jurors required to comprise the petit jury.

*Williams v. Florida*¹ concluded that the Sixth Amendment right to an impartial jury does not require a jury to consist of 12 individuals, permitting state and federal courts to decide for themselves the jury size that best meets their needs for efficient, effective justice. The decision ignited an intense debate among practitioners about the wisdom of straying from the long-standing tradition of 12-person juries.

The *Williams* decision also inspired researchers from a variety of academic disciplines to study the impact of reduced jury size on court efficiencies, the demographic and attitudinal diversity of juries, the dynamics of jury deliberations, and jury verdicts and case outcomes. Empirically designed research efforts continued regularly through the late 1990s and provided an ongoing discussion in the literature outlining the advantages and disadvantages of reducing the size of a jury. Results were widely disseminated and regularly used in arguing for or against the use of a smaller jury. Ultimately only four states opted to reduce jury size for non-capital felony cases, but 16 did so for misdemeanor cases and 17 for civil cases.

Although the focus on jury size has waned somewhat over the past 20 years, researchers from a variety of academic disciplines have continued to study the impact of smaller juries using new analytical methods including complex data modeling designed to predict potential jury size influences that remain difficult to measure. These studies are now receiving new attention from legal policymakers as they face increased caseloads, limited resources, and other constraints that the COVID-19 pandemic has imposed on court operations, especially jury trials.

Prior research shed light on important factors to consider when evaluating the best size of a jury. They include cost effectiveness, efficiency, predictability of case outcomes, accuracy in producing reliable verdicts, and community representation. This paper reintroduces important considerations for the reduced jury size discussion by reviewing prior empirical findings and presents advancements in learning as to what is lost and gained when courts elect to impanel smaller juries.

---

¹ Williams v. Florida, 399 U.S. 78 (1970)
Cost Effectiveness and Efficiency

Cost effectiveness is one of the main drivers influencing courts to use smaller jury sizes. Proponents argue that reducing the size of juries will improve court efficiency by saving time and money. Prior research found that if courts reduced the jury size from 12 to 6, with two alternates for each, courts would reduce the amount of money spent on jury fees by approximately 40 percent; a reduction from 12 to 8 jurors with the addition of two alternates would reduce this amount by 29 percent. Additionally, researchers observed a reduction of approximately 28 percent in person days across selection, trial, and deliberations for 8-person juries as compared to 12-person juries. Subsequent research in Illinois supported this finding in 2015 through interviews of attorneys regarding the state’s change from a 12-member jury to six-member panel in civil litigation matters, who reported anecdotally that the time spent during jury selection was arguably reduced by half.

Empirical findings have also reported contradictory results, offering instead that seating a smaller jury just does not save the judge or the parties much time or expense. Studies showed that the time saved during voir dire is negligible, at most a matter of a few minutes. Judge Higginbotham has also challenged the findings, reporting that the actual amount spent on civil juries by federal courts has decreased due to fewer filed cases rather than reduced jury size. He further argued that changes in technology have already reduced the cost of assembling venire panels and picking juries, far more than shrinking jury size ever could.

The costs and benefits of reducing jury size may extend beyond the courthouse. Research conducted in the 1990s found that community members commonly complain about the time-consuming nature of jury service and its impact on daily responsibilities such as work and family. Proponents of smaller juries argued that reduced-sized panels served as an appropriate remedy to the reported community frustration because the sheer number of citizens affected by the cost-inhibitive process is reduced. In contrast however, prior research also reported that negative community perception is balanced after serving on a jury. Prior jurors consistently report their experience makes them more appreciative and more trustful of the court system.
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Representativeness

Juries are intended to serve as the conscience of the community. To do so effectively, juries ideally consist of individuals who reflect the demographic and attitudinal characteristics of the larger population so that jury verdicts are more likely to be in line with community values. Reducing the size of a jury reduces the likelihood that the full range of community perspectives are considered during jury deliberations. Jury verdicts that fail to reflect community values may deteriorate public confidence in their legitimacy.\textsuperscript{12} Munsterman et al. conducted a two-year study of 133 municipal court trials in California and determined that 8-person juries were more than twice as likely as 12-person juries to include either no black jurors or only one black juror.\textsuperscript{13} Similarly, Saks and Marti conducted a meta-analysis of eighteen studies in 1997 that looked at the effect of group size on a number of variables, including diversity of representation, length and quality of deliberations, and variability in outcomes.\textsuperscript{14} The researchers found that smaller juries were less diverse and have a lower likelihood of representing the larger community. Because variety in perspectives among jury members may be partly driven by diverse life experiences, demographic characteristics, and social positions, researchers contended that the threat to jury heterogeneity posed by the 6-person jury was a major concern.\textsuperscript{15}
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Predictability and Accuracy

Juries decide only a tiny proportion of cases; most cases are resolved by plea agreement or settlement. But jury verdicts provide important benchmarks for parties during settlement negotiations insofar that they reflect the likely outcome of the case in the event that the parties fail to reach a settlement. However, plea bargaining or settlement negotiations become more challenging and unlikely when jury verdicts are viewed as unpredictable or likely to be inaccurate.16

Research conducted from the late 1970s thru 1990s has focused on the association between jury size and predictability. Smaller juries have shown to have greater variability are therefore more unpredictable.17 This may be explained through probability theory or the law of large numbers. Saks cites these theories to support his findings on six-person juries. A larger number or sample size, in this case the jury, the more likely one reaches an average closer to the population value.

Group dynamics also change with any group size. Generally speaking, smaller juries communicate in a more cohesive fashion, with more jurors sharing equally in the discussions and deliberation. Larger groups were noted to be more contentious with more vigorous debates and better able to recall more of the evidence.18 Dissenters in a larger jury may be more likely to have an ally in the jury deliberation room and may be better able to resist pressure to yield to the will of the larger group.19 Larger juries have shown the advantage of having one sympathizer reduces the pressure to conform.

Although consensus has shown to be more likely achieved in small groups, the quality of deliberations with respect to improved memory and better integration of diverse viewpoints is more likely to occur with larger groups.20 Cumulative memory improves with more individuals and smaller panels have been found to be worse at recalling the evidence.21 These findings led some researchers to conclude that a larger jury may be more likely to render more accurate verdicts based on better recall of the evidence and more thorough debate on the merits of the matter. They further argued that more accurate verdicts lead to greater predictability and therefore more settlements of cases before trial.22

16 Mnookin and Kornhauser first first discussed the relationship between predictability and negotiations in 1979 by assessing how the legal system, associated legal standards, and procedural rules impact negotiations in divorce proceedings. Based on observations, they developed a bargaining theory that allowed for the prediction of how alternative legal rules would affect divorce case outcomes. Rather than having known legal standards and judicial proceedings dictate outcomes, Mnookin and Kornhauser first suggested that pretrial negotiations allow parties to create their own legally enforceable commitments. Robert Mnookin et al., Bargaining in the Shadow of the Law: The Case of Divorce, 88 Yale L. J. 950-997 (1979).
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NEW EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

Although jury-size research has continued into the twenty-first century, it appears to have shifted in both the academic disciplines leading the efforts and the research methods employed.

Prior to 2000, many of the studies were facilitated by scholars representing the legal, criminal justice, and social science (e.g. sociology and social psychology) fields. Most studies were empirical in nature. Researchers analyzed court data already collected as part of the court reporting infrastructure or conducted mock or experimental juries as a way of measuring the possible impacts of reducing jury size. While they produced results based on data, some critics argue that a mock trial approach lacks realism in that the subjects know that their decisions really have no meaning.

Research conducted since the early 2000s has employed different analytic methodologies and has been conducted from varied disciplines such as the field of economics. In addition to using secondary data and mock trials for analysis, recent research frequently uses deductive modeling as an approach for analyzing the effects of jury size. This method depends on computer simulation rather than analytical results supported by data. A model is a simplified description of reality, designed to yield hypotheses about behavior that can be further tested. An important feature of a deductive model is reduced design subjectivity. It also offers a more nuanced approach in understanding the complexity of influencers and impacts of reduced size jury panels that cannot be easily measured. Although the most current research has varied in methodology and discipline, results have mirrored previous findings and tend to focus on similar issues such as accuracy, efficiency, and representativeness.

25 Id.
Accuracy and Efficiency

Prior work on jury accuracy and efficiency has been extended by examining the interplay of jury size and voting requirements on the probability of wrongful convictions, wrongful acquittals, and hung juries. Guerra et al. used the classical jury model to analyze how jury size and voting requirements simultaneously impacted expected trial outcomes.26 This research provides a unique prospective since prior studies looked at both variables independently. Results indicated that the accuracy of verdicts is maximized when requiring unanimous verdicts for small juries or allowing nonunanimous verdicts with large juries.27 When unanimity is required, the use of smaller juries could reduce the probability of a single juror causing a deadlock and may be desirable to empower the jury with the capacity to reach a verdict.28 One way to reduce the risk of deadlock from larger juries is by modifying the jury deliberation structure. Research conducted at the University of Portsmouth suggests that the inequality embedded in the current jury decision-making process could be prevented by restructuring the way in which discussions take place.29 Jury groups comprising of 12 members were subdivided into groups of four during deliberative discussions. Jurors reported contributing more to the decision-making process, which in turn helped to provide a collective representation of the jury verdict.30

Jury data have also recently been analyzed to determine if jury size influences jury processes since prior research was inconclusive. Recent study findings suggest that jury size may affect different stages of the jury trial process. Brunell et al. analyzed jury data from the Fourth Circuit Court, Multnomah County (Portland) Oregon to determine if case factors influenced jury processes including jury size.31 The study’s data appeared to have a large difference between 6 and 12-person juries when comparing how long it takes to agree on a verdict. However, after controlling for the other factors, such as severity of the crime or case complexity, these differences disappeared.32 In contrast to these findings, Mize et
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al. conducted an analysis of jury size on the length of voir dire in the State-of-the-States Survey of Jury Improvement Efforts. Results indicated that after controlling for multiple factors simultaneously, impaneling an 8-person jury added 47 minutes to the length of voir dire, and impaneling a 6-person jury added 71 minutes.

The relationship between jury size and hung juries may be further explained by diversification. Even into the early 2000s, results indicated that there was no detectable difference between 6-member and 12-member juries with respect to hung jury rates. However, to better understand why no difference was detected, Luppi et al. ran economic models to help explain prior empirical data with respect to informational cascades and heterogeneity. The researchers defined informational cascades as instances in which a juror bases their decision solely on the decision of others or likelihood of being swayed. Heterogeneity was defined as a jury consisting of more than one subgroup and possessing equal abilities of reaching a correct decision. Jurors’ confidence level in reaching a correct verdict was used as a proxy for informational cascades within the data model. Results indicated that in the presence of informational cascades, the effect of jury size on the probability of hung juries may be reduced or even reversed. In other words, when a group is comprised of individuals vulnerable to being influenced by other people’s opinions, unanimity can be reached just as easily in a jury of 12 as in a jury of six. The same data model produced results regarding the impact heterogeneity has on jury size and ultimately rendered verdicts. Findings revealed that the more diverse a jury is, regardless of size, the less likely they are suspected to give in to informational cascade and changing their opinions. This dynamic increases the likelihood of cases resulting in hung juries.

The association of the determination of jury size and voting rules has also been approached from a cost-minimization prospective. Recent studies expanded on Saks’ work in this area by building models to examine how jury size may impact the probability of making type I and II errors in the justice system. Type I errors occurs when a jury finds a defendant guilty and imposes punishment when he or she was actually innocent. Type II errors represent a failure in determining that the defendant was guilty when in reality, they were. One of the recent models indicated that the probability of committing these errors was not influenced by jury size. Using common assumptions from jury literature such as unanimous voting rule, Helland and Raviv’s model demonstrated no association between the variables. In contrast, King and Nesbit’s model concluded that a jury of nine members and a nonunanimous voting rule was most efficient at decreasing the associated costs of either committing a Type I or Type II error. This difference between these studies may lie within the specificity of the models. Helland and Raviv used general assumptions whereas King and Nesbit inserted specific costs related to these errors.
Community Representativeness

Twelve member juries are more likely than smaller jury panels to include members of a racial minority. Recently conducted studies continue to replicate similar findings to research conducted after *Williams v. Florida* was first decided. In addition to descriptive studies reporting a change in jury demographics for smaller panels, researchers are recently positioning themselves to focus on the impact of having a homogeneous jury panel.

Traditionally, many of the research studies have focused on criminal trial proceedings. However, Diamond et al. analyzed jury selection and composition in 277 civil jury trials to determine how jury selection process and size affect diversity. Results show that while peremptory challenges were systematically related to juror race/ethnicity, the opposing challenges cancelled each other out, producing no overall effect on the makeup of the jury. In contrast, jury size had a substantial effect on minority representation, concluding that diversity is most effectively promoted by restoring the 12-member jury. Reducing jury size inevitably has a drastic effect on the representation of minority group members on the jury. While 28.1 percent of the six-member juries lacked even one Black juror, only 2.1 percent of the 12-member juries were entirely without Black representation.

Research has shown that the effect of jury diversity is most pronounced with six member juries; however, prior studies have also highlighted a lack of diversity within eight-member juries. Results indicate that eight-member juries fall somewhat in the middle of the jury size and diversity spectrum; twelve member juries having the greatest variability while six–member juries are the most homogeneous. Eight-member juries have proven to be less diverse than 12, but slightly more diverse than a six-member jury. Given that 14 states use eight-member juries for civil cases and two states employ them for misdemeanor cases, the need for further empirical studies exists to determine a clearer understanding of potential implications related to this jury size. Research regarding the impact that eight-member juries have on jury proceedings has been limited and has not served as the focus of recent studies.

During the last decade, research efforts have been directed to understanding how smaller, homogeneous jury panels have affected verdicts. In 2012, Anwar et. al., examined the impact of jury racial composition on trial outcomes using a data set of felony trials in Florida between 2000 and 2010. They used regression analysis to analyze felony jury trial data for Lake County and Sarasota County, Florida. Findings revealed that juries from all-white jury pools convicted Black defendants significantly (16 percentage points) more often than white defendants. Additionally, this gap was entirely eliminated when the jury pool included at least one Black member. The data in this study indicated that 36 percent of the jury panels for the criminal trials included no Black potential jurors, and 72 percent of the seated six-person juries did not include a single Black juror. The disparity problem in convictions that the researchers demonstrated was therefore exacerbated by the widespread exclusion of Black jury members that comes with the six-person jury.
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CONCLUSION

Current research appears to support several of the prior findings pertaining to jury size such as questioning the accuracy and predictability of smaller-sized juries and that size does not seem to dictate nonunanimous verdicts.

The unique contribution of recent jury-size studies may lie in their ability to provide a window into the complexity of jury deliberations and the factors that interact with each other. Conflict exists between efficient court procedures such as smaller panels and the importance of maintaining community representation. Unseen mitigating factors exist that help facilitate the relationship between jury size and verdict such as the likelihood individuals will be convinced by fellow jurors. All are important considerations to ponder when making the decision to use a reduced size jury.

Perhaps one of the most important takeaways from the body of jury size research is the inability to effectively discuss and make decisions on jury size without including unanimity. Principles 3 and 4 of the *ABA Principles for Juries and Jury Trials* (2005) specifically indicate that juries should consist of 12 members and that decisions should be unanimous. Empirical results further support these principles by indicating that the impact of jury size is tied to decision rules. Recognizing this relationship may allow courts to compromise on size if they are using a 5/6th or unanimous decision rule to preserve the strengths of larger juries such as recall and heterogeneity.

It is important to remember that many of the recent studies were conducted using predictive models. This type of research methodology is commonly used to build hypotheses. While modeling gives valid results, proxy measures are often used for variables that are difficult to measure and therefore findings are not necessarily empirically grounded. Future research should further test the hypotheses generated by designing empirical studies examining actual court and juror data.
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